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ABOUT ME 
 

Hi! My name is Lauren Clark, and I would LOVE to 
be one of your Head Pupils.  
 
Over the past 5 years Knox Academy has inspired 
me to become the person I am today.  I’ve been 
very lucky to be involved in activities such as Tots 
and Teens, a YPI final, being part of the 
achievement tie committee and an S6 buddy. 
These amazing opportunities have allowed me to 
massively grow in confidence since joining in the 
summer of 2017.  
 
I love to keep busy and as some of you may know 
I’m a performance athlete on East Lothian Swim 
Team.  I compete at regional, national and 
international meets and I train before and after 
school 8 times a week.  Because of this I know 
how to balance school life and my own personal 
dedications so I can assure you that I will be 
capable of the busy role of Head Pupil. 
 
I’d love to be able to give back to Knox Academy 
in the hope of making huge positive changes that 
put the Knox community first.  I have built strong 
relationships with both pupils and staff around 
the school, and I hope to be able to inspire others 
to achieve the same.  I believe that when people 
are surrounded by a thoughtful and motivating 
community they will thrive.  I aim to further build 
on what is already an awesome community in 
Knox while being your Head Pupil. 
 

VOTE CLARK 

 

WHY VOTE FOR ME? 

I hope to be a friendly, 
approachable and familiar face 
around Knox and I am committed 
to making Knox a school that 
pupils look forward to arriving at 
every day.  
 
I love a challenge and will always 
find a solution to a problem.  As 
I’m not afraid of asking awkward 
questions I can work on your 
behalf to get the right answers. 
 
I will do everything I can to 
celebrate the pupils of Knox and 
their achievements, academic or 
otherwise 
 
Being Head Pupil has always been 
a dream of mine and I would be 
honoured to represent the young 
people of Knox Academy. 
 

VOTE LAUREN CLARK 



 

 

 

 

  
PUPILS MAKE KNOX! 

I propose that we celebrate the nationalities and heritage of the 

young people and staff at Knox Academy.  I suggest that we hang 

flags around the Assembly Hall (beside our French, Scottish and Eco-

School flags) to represent the nationalities and heritage of the young 

people and staff that make up the Knox community.  I have discussed 

this with Mr Illingworth, and we believe that young people represent 

Knox, but Knox should also represent them, and this is one way of 

displaying this. 

 
Outdoor Areas 

I have been approached by pupils across the school years asking to 
open the courtyard again at break and lunchtimes.  If elected as Head 
Pupil I propose that any young people using the courtyard during 
break and lunch will be monitored by prefects rather than staff.  It 
will ensure that the young people of Knox get the benefit of spending 
quality time outside, which has shown in studies increases 
concentration and productivity in learning once they return to the 
classroom.  
 
I also propose that we conduct a fundraiser to be able to purchase 
new benches and outdoor seating areas for around Knox.  This will 
encourage young people to spend their breaks and lunchtimes 
outside.  This fundraiser could be a drive through car wash in the 
Knox car park, numerous bake sales or maybe even a sponsored 
walk, run, swim or cycle. 
 

Mental Health Week 

Mental health is a growing problem, 

especially in young people.  School can often 

add stress, for example, through when exams 

roll around.  I would like to run a mental 

health week, which would be used to 

emphasise where you can find tools to help 

such as coping strategies, how to help a 

friend and how to break the stigma by talking 

about mental health.  

I have spoken with Michael, the mental 

health advisor at Knox and Ms Bulloch, who 

are both fully supportive of this initiative. 

MY POLICIES 

• PUPILS MAKE KNOX! 

• MENTAL HEALTH WEEK 

• OUTDOOR AREAS 

• BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS 

I know that as soon as I started my exam years I began to read less 

and less due to lack of time.  On reflection I wish I spent more time 

reading throughout my time at Knox and wish I’d had more books 

recommended to me to try.   

So…I propose that a google form is created to allow you to submit 

your book recommendations (anonymously or otherwise) which we’ll 

share monthly on the Bulletin.    

VOTE CLARK 

Thank you for taking the time to read my manifesto, I believe that my four policies are achievable and will make Knox a better 

school.  As Head Pupil I would represent the Knox community and I would love to hear your ideas for ways to make your time at 

Knox even better.  So please get in touch and where possible I will do whatever I can do to make these ideas a reality.  

Please feel free to email me at ka17lclark@edubuzz.org or catch me about the school if you have any questions and remember 

VOTE CLARK! 
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